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ITU-T  RECOMMENDATION  E.529

NETWORK  DIMENSIONING  USING  END-TO-END  GOS  OBJECTIVES

Summary

This Recommendation contains the network dimensioning guidelines for circuit-switched networks using end-to-end
GOS objectives. The dimensioning methods for networks with fixed traffic routing, time-dependent traffic routing, state-
dependent traffic routing and event-dependent traffic routing are described.

Source

ITU-T Recommendation E.529 was prepared by ITU-T Study Group 2 (1997-2000) and was approved under the WTSC
Resolution No. 1 procedure on the 26th of May 1997.
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Recommendation E.529
Recommendation E.529     (05/97)

NETWORK  DIMENSIONING  USING  END-TO-END  GOS  OBJECTIVES

(Geneva, 1997)

1 Scope of this Recommendation

This Recommendation is intended to provide network dimensioning guidelines for circuit-switched networks enabling
the network operator to meet end-to-end GOS objectives from the user-plane perspective. Traffic engineering methods
for network dimensioning will be presented in this Recommendation. Network dimensioning guidelines from the
control-plane perspective are treated in other E-Series Recommendations. Transmission network design is beyond the
scope of this Recommendation.

2 References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and references contain provisions which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All
Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; all users of this Recommendation are therefore
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent edition of the Recommendations and other
references listed below. A list of the currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published.

– CCITT Recommendation E.170 (1992), Traffic routing.

– ITU-T Recommendation E.301 (1993), Impact of non-voice applications on the telephone network.

– ITU-T Recommendation E.412 (1996), Network management controls.

– CCITT Recommendation E.500 (1992), Traffic intensity measurement principles.

– ITU-T Recommendation E.501 (1997), Estimation of traffic offered in the network.

– CCITT Recommendation E.523 (1988), Standard traffic profiles for international traffic streams.

– CCITT Recommendation E.524 (1992), Overflow approximations for non-random inputs.

– CCITT Recommendation E.525 (1992), Designing networks to control grade of service.

– ITU-T Recommendation E.526 (1993), Dimensioning a circuit group with multi-slot bearer services and no
overflow inputs.

– ITU-T Recommendation E.527 (1995), Dimensioning at a circuit group with multi-slot bearer services and
overflow traffic.

– CCITT Recommendation E.721 (1991), Network grade of service parameters and target values for circuit-switched
services in the evolving ISDN.

3 Terms and definitions

This Recommendation defines the following terms.

3.1 node: A switching centre or a hypothetical switching centre representing a network.

3.2 circuit group: A group of circuits which is engineered as a unit. See Figure 3-1.

3.3 traffic stream: A class of calls with the same traffic characteristics.

3.4 O-D pair: An originating node to destination node pair for a given traffic stream.
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3.5 end-to-end GOS: Overall GOS of a traffic stream quantified between its O-D pair defined in the network
concerned.

3.6 route: A concatenation of circuit groups providing a connection between an O-D pair. See Figure 3-1.

3.7 route set: A set of routes connecting the same O-D pair. See Figure 3-1.

3.8 routing pattern: A route set and rules to select one route out of the set for a traffic stream.
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Figure 3-1/E.529 – Terminology
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4 Abbreviations

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations:

AAR Automatic Alternative Routing

ARR Automatic Rerouting

ECCS Economic Hundred Call Seconds

EDR Event-Dependent Routing

GOS Grade of Service

LLR Least Loaded Routing

N-ISDN Narrow-band Integrated Services Digital Network

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

SDR State-Dependent Routing

TDR Time-Dependent Routing
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5 Introduction

PSTN and N-ISDN support switched point-to-point bearer connections and provide on-demand bearer services. In such
a circuit-switched network, a call is routed, according to traffic routing rules used in the network, from its originating
node to destination node in the network.

Routing structures, routing schemes, and route selection for traffic routing are described in Recommendation E.170.
There are various traffic routing methods available, from fixed to flexible methods. The traffic routing methods, together
with network capacity and other traffic control mechanisms, such as service protection methods, provide an end-to-end
GOS for each traffic stream in the network. Recommendation E.525 describes available service protection methods and
provides guidelines for applications of the methods.

The purpose of this Recommendation is to present network dimensioning methods that are applicable to networks with
routing and traffic control methods. This Recommendation focuses on end-to-end call blocking probability as the GOS
parameter that is taken into account in the network dimensioning process, and on traffic modelling techniques and
methods available for computing end-to-end call blocking probabilities. Further, this Recommendation focuses on non-
hierarchical routing, considering that end-to-end GOS criteria are usually applied in non-hierarchical routing,
irrespective of network architectures. The definition of hierarchical and non-hierarchical routing is given in 2.1/E.170.

This issue of this Recommendation gives example dimensioning methods for a network in which a single routing scheme
is used. Dimensioning methods for a network in which multiple routing schemes are interworked are for further study.

5.1 Overview of network operation

For network engineering purposes, a network that provides a circuit-switched service is often represented by a network
model which comprises switching nodes interconnected by circuit groups. A circuit group is of either the one-way or
both-way type. Figure 5-1 gives an example of a network. Figure 5-2 illustrates a model for the overall architecture of
network operations. The central box represents a network, which can have various configurations, and the traffic routing
tables within the network. Network configurations include metropolitan area networks, national intercity networks, and
global international networks, which support both hierarchical and non-hierarchical routing and mixes of the two.
Routing and network management ensure that performance objectives are met under all conditions including load shifts
and failures, and network servicing and network forecasting ensure that network dimensioning meets performance
objectives at minimum cost. Figure 5-2 illustrates network management, network servicing and network forecasting as
interacting feedback loops around the network. The input driving the network is a stochastic traffic load, consisting of
predictable average demand components added to unknown forecast error and load variation components. The feedback
controls regulate the grade of service provided by the network through capacity and routing adjustments.

Network management provides for real-time monitoring of network performance through collection and display of real-
time traffic and performance data, and allows traffic controls, such as code blocking, call gapping, and re-route controls,
to be inserted when circumstances warrant. Network management also allows routing management which takes account
of the capacity provided by network servicing and network forecasting, and on a real-time basis adjusts routing patterns
as necessary to correct service problems. The updated routing patterns are sent to the switching nodes either directly or
via an automated routing management system.

Network forecasting accounts for both the current network and the forecast loads in planning network changes, and then
network servicing makes routing and circuit group size adjustments, if network performance under the actual loads
becomes unacceptable because of errors in the forecast. Network dimensioning methods are embedded mainly in both
network forecasting and network servicing procedures so that an appropriate level of circuit group capacity is
determined and implemented through the network servicing process. The major objective of network dimensioning using
end-to-end GOS objectives is to determine network capacity, call routing patterns, and other traffic control parameters,
such as circuit reservation to meet given end-to-end GOS requirements, for a given set of traffic load assumptions in an
economical way. Under exceptional circumstances, circuit group capacity can be added in network servicing on a
short-term basis to alleviate service problems, but is normally planned, scheduled, and managed over a period of one
year or more. The network forecasting strategy, which is performed in the forecasting step, minimizes reserve capacity
while maintaining an acceptable level of network servicing. The model in Figure 5-2 illustrates network forecasting as a
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process which predicts the required network capacity to meet the future demand. It considers both the demand forecast,
which is subject to error, and the existing network. In dealing with forecast uncertainties, network forecasting provides
sufficient network capacity to meet these demands with a minimum of network servicing. Annex A describes example
methods for network forecasting and network servicing for dynamic routing networks.
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Figure 5-1/E.529 – Network example
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5.2 Outline of this Recommendation

This Recommendation treats network dimensioning of logical networks, and is therefore concerned with the network
forecasting process loop. Noting that network topology may be determined by taking account of various factors that
include network provider’s policies, determination of the topology of the logical network is beyond the scope of this
Recommendation. Design of physical networks including transmission network dimensioning, assignment of logical
circuit groups to the transmission network, and transmission route assignment to transmission facilities are beyond the
scope of this Recommendation. An overview and categorization of routing methods for traffic engineering purposes are
given in clause 6. Network dimensioning elements and dimensioning problems are described in clause 7. The end-to-end
GOS objectives and their use are described in clause 8. Guidelines for establishing the traffic load assumption are
described in clause 9. Principles of network dimensioning methods are presented in clause 10. Methods for computing
end-to-end call blocking probabilities of the various types of network are provided in clauses 11 to 14. Annex A
describes example methods for network forecasting and network servicing for dynamic routing networks. Annexes B to
D provide example methods for network dimensioning.

6 Categories of routing methods

In this clause, categories of routing methods and example methods in each category are described. The categorization
and description of routing methods in this Recommendation are based upon Recommendation E.170. However, routing
methods described in this Recommendation are only for purposes of traffic engineering, and are intended to capture
features of the routing methods that have significant impact on network dimensioning. An exhaustive list of all routing
methods or specification of particular routing methods is not intended.

Routing patterns describe the route set choices and route selection rules for each O-D pair, for a connection request for a
particular service. Routing patterns can be hierarchical, non-hierarchical, fixed, and dynamic, and are used for each of a
multiplicity of services on the telecommunications network [CH1]. A call in a network consists of a pair of symmetric
point-to-point unidirectional communication channels in forward and backward directions, respectively. One or more
traffic streams may be defined for an O-D pair in the network. In a network with progressive call control, a call is sent
from one node to another node, and control of the call is also passed to the next node. A route from one node to the next
node is one or more circuit groups providing a connection between the two nodes. A node will maintain a route set for a
traffic stream. A particular routing pattern may be applied to a particular traffic stream or class of traffic streams. A route
is a concatenation of circuit groups providing a connection between an O-D pair. As a result of routing, a call will be
established on a route or be blocked due to lack of resources in the network. In a network where an originating node can
select a route for a traffic stream, such as a network with originating call control, a set of routes and a route selection
rule will be maintained at the originating node. The route set and route selection rule for a traffic stream constitute a
routing pattern for the traffic stream. If crankback or Automatic Rerouting (ARR) is used at a transit node, the
preceding node may maintain control of calls even if the calls are blocked at all the routes of the transit node. By using a
multi-circuit group crankback capability, an originating node can maintain control of calls and test all the possible routes
to the destination with fixed sequences of routes, e.g. [AS1].

6.1 Fixed routing methods

In a fixed routing method, a routing pattern is fixed for a traffic stream. A fixed routing network is a network in which a
routing pattern is fixed for every traffic stream.

6.1.1 Fixed sequential alternative routing

This routing method is based on fixed sequences of routes. The set of routes and selection sequence are determined on a
preplanned basis. Automatic Alternative Routing (AAR) is a particular type of progressive call control or originating call
control, where if a node has more than one route to the next node, it may select a route according to a fixed route
selection sequence. Typically, if a direct route to the next node exists, the route selection rule may first test the
availability of the direct route for a newly arriving call. When sufficient capacity is not available for a call at the last
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route in the sequence, the call is blocked and lost. Fixed sequential alternate routing can incorporate crankback or ARR
at a transit node, so that the preceding node may maintain control of calls even if the calls are blocked at all the routes of
the transit node, or a multi-circuit group crankback capability, so that an originating node can maintain control of calls.

6.1.2 Fixed load sharing routing

This routing method is based on a fixed set of proportions each of which indicates a proportion of calls routed to a
corresponding route. For instance, a route may be assigned to a newly arriving call randomly, according to the route
selection probability reflecting the proportions. The set of routes and the proportions are determined on a preplanned
basis. The simplest case is that only one route in the route set is tested for a newly arriving call and, when the idle
capacity of the route is insufficient, the call is blocked. In this routing method, either progressive call control or
originating call control can be used, e.g. [GAR].

6.2 Time-dependent routing methods

Time-dependent routing methods are a type of dynamic routing method such that routing patterns will be altered at a
fixed time during the day (or week). These time-dependent routing patterns are determined on a preplanned basis and
will be implemented consistently over a time period by all nodes in the network.

6.2.1 Time-dependent sequential alternative routing

In this routing method, a sequence of routes is predetermined for each of the time periods of a day (or week), and calls
are routed based on the fixed route sequence for each time period. The route sequences of time periods may be different
from each other. Crankback may be used in the network for originating call control. Calls are blocked when a final
choice route for the calls is found busy.

6.2.2 Time-dependent load sharing routing

In this routing method, route selection proportions are predetermined for each of the time periods of a day (or week), and
calls are routed based on the fixed proportion for each time period. In this routing method, either progressive call control
or originating call control can be used.

6.3 State-dependent routing methods

In state-dependent routing methods the routing patterns will vary automatically according to the state of the network. For
a given state-dependent routing method, an algorithm to determine the routing patterns in response to changing network
status is preplanned and used over a long time period. Information on network status may be collected at a central
processor or distributed to switching nodes in the network. The information exchange may be performed on a periodical
or on-demand basis. In state-dependent routing methods either progressive call control or originating call control can be
used. Typically in cases where progressive call control is used, calls are blocked at a transit node where a circuit to the
destination node is unavailable.

All state-dependent routing methods use the principle of routing calls on the best available route on the basis of network
state information, often using a Least Loaded Routing (LLR) method, as now described. In the LLR routing method
residual capacity of the routes for respective traffic streams is calculated, and the route with the largest residual capacity
in the route set for the traffic stream is selected for a newly arriving call. If any route with sufficient free circuits is not
available, the call is blocked. This route selection rule may be applied only for alternative route set for calls overflowing
their first choice direct circuit group [AS3], [CAM], [CH2].

In state-dependent least cost routing a well-defined cost of the routes for respective traffic streams is calculated, based
on various factors such as congestion state of circuit groups. For a newly arriving call, the route whose cost is minimal in
the route set for the traffic stream and below a given threshold is selected. If such a route is not found, the call is blocked
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[KRI]. In state-dependent sequential alternate routing the residual capacity of circuit groups is measured periodically, for
example based on five-minute traffic measurements, and the sequence of alternative routes for a traffic stream is updated
based on the estimated residual capacity [GAU]. Typically, the direct circuit group is the first choice, if any.

6.4 Event-dependent routing methods

In this routing method the routing patterns will be updated locally on the basis of whether calls succeed or fail on a given
choice. In the event-dependent routing method a fresh call is offered first to its direct route, when it exists, and is always
routed to that route if there is a free circuit. Otherwise, overflow from the direct circuit group is offered to a currently
selected alternative route. If a call fails to be established at the alternative route, the call is blocked and, further, the
alternative route is reselected by choosing a route at random from a set of available alternative routes for the traffic
stream. The alternative route can be updated randomly, as in the sticky random routing method used in dynamic
alternative routing [KEY], or cyclically, in which case the next route in the routing table is selected. The alternative
route is not reselected if the call is successfully routed on either the direct route or other alternative routes.

There are various alternative rules to reselect a route. An alternative route set for a traffic stream may be changed in a
time-dependent manner considering the time-variation of traffic load. This approach is implemented in state and
time-dependent routing [INO], [KAW], which combines EDR and TDR methods.

7 Network dimensioning elements

At the initial stage of the network dimensioning process, an appropriate network model, as shown in Figure 5-1, will be
constructed. The network model to be studied will be determined based on various factors such as an existing network,
the requirement on precision of network dimensioning and policies of network operators. For instance, to find
appropriate network configurations and capture overall capacity requirements, a simple network model may be
established by representing a part of network by a single node and representing the entire capacity between two adjacent
nodes, or parts of the network, by a single circuit group. In a model of the international network, multi-gateway
configurations in a country may be reflected in this way, and the tie circuit groups between the gateways may be
included as a network element, while the sizes of those tie circuit groups may be treated as a design variable depending
on the network dimensioning practice.

As an essential input data for network dimensioning, the traffic demand model will correspond to the derived network
model, and the traffic load assumptions will be provided. This must be specified for every defined traffic stream of every
O-D pair in the network. The traffic load assumptions will be derived based upon traffic measurements, forecasting, etc.
When a network model represents a part of a network, transit traffic streams traversing the part may be taken into
account in the network dimensioning practice, and thus are modelled as an appropriate traffic stream in the network
model.

In a derived network model, a routing method must be specified for every traffic stream. In this Recommendation,
however, it is assumed that a routing method for every traffic stream is predetermined and not changed in the network
dimensioning process.

Further, the crankback capability of each node and the type of service protection method applied at each circuit group
are assumed to be pre-specified for each of the network elements during the construction of the network model.

In this context, design variables to be determined in the network dimensioning process using end-to-end GOS objectives
are as follows:

1) size of every circuit group in the network;

2) routing pattern for every traffic stream;

3) traffic control parameters, such as circuit reservation levels [AKI], [STA] on each circuit group. (Recommen-
dation E.525 provides guidelines for service protection methods and Recommendation E.412 provides information
regarding traffic control methods.)
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Regarding routing patterns, a set of routes and a rule to select one route out of the route set must be determined at every
node for every traffic stream, including the originating traffic streams and transit traffic streams for the node. Figure 7-1
provides a minimum set of inputs and outputs of the network dimensioning process.

The objective of network dimensioning in this Recommendation is to determine the design variables for a given traffic
load assumption to meet a given end-to-end GOS requirement in the most economical way. A simple example is to
minimize the total number of circuits in the network whilst satisfying a given GOS objective. More detailed approaches
take into account costs and revenues in the dimensioning process [LE1].

T0206370-97/d04
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Figure 7-1/E.529 – Inputs and outputs of network dimensioning process
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8 End-to-end GOS objectives

The definition of end-to-end blocking probability is given in Recommendation E.721. In this Recommendation, call
blocking due to the lack of user plane resources is focused upon and the blocking due to lack of control plane resources
is outside the scope of this Recommendation. Recommendation E.721 provides the standard target values of end-to-end
call blocking probabilities for local, toll and international connections.

In network dimensioning, objectives for end-to-end call blocking probabilities for various traffic load conditions as well
as for normal conditions may be specified. In this case, the objectives may be used simultaneously as constraints to find
the appropriate network capacity which meets all objectives in the most economical manner.

The definition of "end-to-end" in international, national transit and metropolitan networks is given in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1/E.529 – Definition of "end-to-end"

Network Definition

International Gateway-to-gateway

National transit Transit node-to-transit node

Metropolitan Subscriber node-to-subscriber node
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9 Modelling of offered traffic

To establish a traffic load assumption for network dimensioning, the traffic demand model must be specified. The
following are typical elements of the traffic demand model.

9.1 Traffic variables

The most important traffic variable to represent a traffic stream is a traffic intensity expressed in erlangs. The peakedness
factor of a traffic stream may be included as a traffic variable when appropriate. In N-ISDN, the bandwidth of a call in a
traffic stream will be an important traffic variable.

9.2 Models for variations in traffic load

In network dimensioning, estimated traffic load variations such as local and global traffic surges may be taken into
account in order to dimension a network capable of handling the traffic variations with appropriate end-to-end GOS
levels. The concept of normal load and high load is provided in Recommendation E.500, and the concept is taken into
consideration in Recommendation E.721 to specify end-to-end GOS target values for circuit-switched services in the
evolving N-ISDN.

Table 9-1 compares traffic routing strategies with respect to:

a) design to accommodate traffic load variations;

b) traffic representation for network dimensioning;

c) characterization of traffic route selection; and

d) characterization of traffic routing variation [CH3].

Table 9-1/E.529 – Comparison of traffic routing strategies

These aspects of traffic routing strategies are now described further. Traffic load variations can be categorized as:

a) within-the-hour variations;

b) hour-to-hour variations;

c) day-to-day variations; and

d) seasonal variations.

For each node pair for a given hour, the load is modelled as a stationary random process characterized by a fixed mean
and variance (and therefore a fixed value of peakedness = variance/mean). From hour-to-hour, the mean loads are
modelled as changing deterministically, for example according to their 20-day average values. From day-to-day, for a
fixed hour, the mean load can be modelled as a random variable having a gamma distribution with a mean equal to the

Routing method Traffic variations in
the design model

Traffic representation Traffic routing Traffic routing
variation

Fixed traffic routing None Single traffic matrix Single matrix of
ordered routes

None

Time-dependent
traffic routing

Predictable
(seasonal)
(hourly)

Several traffic matrices Several matrices of
ordered routes

Predetermined

State-dependent
traffic routing

Instantaneous
(expected)
(random)

Several traffic matrices Single matrix of
available routes

Determined in real-time

Event-dependent
traffic routing

Instantaneous
(expected)
(random)

Several traffic matrices Single matrix of
available routes

Determined in real-time
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20-day average load. From season-to-season, the load variation can be modelled as a time varying deterministic process
in the network dimensioning procedure. The random component of the realized seasonal load is the forecast error (equal
to the forecast load minus the realized load). Forecast error is accounted for in the network servicing process. Table 9-2
summarizes the types of models used to represent the different traffic variations under consideration:

Table 9-2/E.529 – Traffic models for load variations

Peakedness methods within the network dimensioning procedure account for the mean and variance of the within-the-
hour variations of the offered and overflow loads. As one component of the network dimensioning procedure,
Wilkinson’s equivalent random method [WIL] can be used to size circuit groups for these two parameters of load. Other
methods for modelling within-the-hour traffic variations for sizing of circuit groups is discussed in Recommen-
dation E.524.

Routing pattern design embedded in the network dimensioning method accounts for the hour-to-hour variations of the
load. When it is significant to take into account variation of traffic during a day, a 24-hour traffic profile will be
prepared for a traffic stream. Recommendation E.523 presents a standard 24-hour voice traffic profile in the international
telephone network. Note that non-voice traffic often has a 24-hour traffic profile different from voice traffic, especially
in the network where time zone differences result in the peaks of voice and non-voice traffic occurring at different times.
Recommendation E.301 presents a standard 24-hour non-voice traffic profile. The hourly traffic profiles represent non-
coincidence of busy hours of traffic streams in the network. To obtain circuit reduction taking advantage of non-
coincidence of busy hours in the network, the hourly or appropriately specified traffic profiles should be studied.

Accommodating day-to-day variations in the network dimensioning procedure can use an equivalent load technique that
models each node pair in the network as an equivalent circuit group engineered to the GOS objective. On the basis of
Neal-Wilkinson engineering [HIL], [WIL], the number of circuits N that are required in the equivalent circuit group to
meet the required GOS for the forecast load R, with its specified peakedness Z and specified level of day-to-day
variation ϕ, is given as follows:

N  =  TRKRQS(R,ϕ,Z,GOS) (9-1)

where GOS is the required end-to-end call blocking probability, and TRKRQS is a function mapping R, ϕ, Z, and GOS
into the circuit group requirement N.

Holding fixed the specified peakedness Z and the calculated circuits N, we calculate what larger load r requires
N circuits to meet the GOS objective by the following equation, if the forecast load had no day-to-day variation:

N  =  TRKRQS(r,0,Z,GOS) (9-2)

where ϕ = 0 signifies no day-to-day variation. The equivalent load r then produces the same equivalent number of
circuits N when engineered for the same peakedness level but in the absence of day-to-day variation.

The network dimensioning and routing management process accommodate the random components of seasonal
variations (i.e. forecast errors) in the procedures. When some realized end-to-end blockings are found to be larger than
their objective values, additional circuits and/or routing changes are provided to restore the network blocking to the

Traffic variations Traffic model

Within-the-hour Random

Hour-to-hour Deterministic

Day-to-day Random

Seasonal Deterministic
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objective level. Circuits are often not disconnected in the network servicing process, even when load forecast errors are
such that this would be possible without service degradation. As a result, the process leaves the network with a certain
amount of reserve or idle capacity, even when the forecast error is unbiased [FRA].

In principle, it is possible to take into account multiple traffic matrices, each of which reflects a possible combination of
traffic variations of the O-D pairs, to dimension a network or to check if a resultant network has sufficient performance
against traffic variations.

10 Principles of network dimensioning methods

We summarize the network dimensioning methods discussed in this clause in Table 10-1. The routing methods listed are
provided as examples of routing methods and are not specifically recommended.

Table 10-1/E.529 – Network dimensioning methods

10.1 Basic iterative procedure

To find an optimal set of network circuit group sizes, routing patterns and traffic control parameters, an iterative
procedure is often used. A basic iterative procedure, as illustrated in Figure 10-1, is as follows:

Step 1) Set an initial set of circuit group sizes, routing patterns and traffic control parameters of the network.

Step 2) Compute end-to-end blocking probabilities for all traffic streams to check whether given GOS objectives are
all satisfied.

Step 3) Modify the current circuit group sizes, routing patterns, and traffic control parameters in an appropriate way
until an optimal solution that satisfies the GOS objectives is reached.

In this network dimensioning procedure, Step 2) plays an important role from the viewpoint of traffic engineering. To
compute end-to-end blocking probabilities, an analysis of the state space of the network may be performed and the
end-to-end call blocking probabilities may be derived from the state probability distribution. Note that, in a simple case,
the state probability distribution of network may have a product-form solution. In general, however, the product-form
solution of the network is not always available, and therefore, approximate methods for computing end-to-end blocking
probabilities are usually used. A common principle of the methods available and widely used in practice is the technique
of the fixed point model (or the reduced load approximation). In what follows, the principle of the fixed point model is
described, and example applications of the principle are presented, for example call routing methods in clause 6 above.
All the methods are intended for network dimensioning applications.

It is often assumed in network dimensioning that there is no call blocking in the nodes, and the call set-up time is
negligible.

Routing method Examples Network dimensioning method

Fixed traffic routing Fixed hierarchical
Fixed non-hierarchical

High usage circuit group-Truitt ECCS [TRU]
Final circuit group-Neal/Wilkinson [HIL], [WIL]
Unified design model [AS1], [AS2], etc.

Time-dependent traffic
routing

Dynamic non-hierarchical routing, etc. Multi-hour engineering [EIS]
Multiperiod stochastic model [KAS]
Unified design model [AS1], [AS2], [KRI], etc.

State-dependent traffic
routing

Dynamically controlled routing
real-time network routing
dynamic routing – five minutes, etc.

DCR design model [REG], [BNR]
Unified design model [AS4]
Traffic flow model [AS5], etc.

Event-dependent traffic
routing

Dynamic alternative routing
state- and time-dependent routing, etc.

DAR design model [KEY]
STR design model [KAW], etc.
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Figure 10-1/E.529 – Three-step basic iterative procedure
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10.2 Principle of the fixed point model

The fixed point model, e.g. [KAT], [KE1], [WHI] and [WON] is a type of system decomposition technique which yields
an approximation of network performance values and is usually used for network dimensioning problems in traffic
engineering. The principle of the technique is to decompose the network into individual circuit groups, analyse the
circuit groups separately and then derive the target performance measures of the network from the performance
measures of the components, that is, the circuit groups. The technique is based upon the two assumptions.

The first assumption is the circuit group independence assumption. It is assumed that the circuit groups in the network
are statistically independent, that is, statistical events such as call acceptance and rejection on a circuit group occur
independently of the other circuit groups in the network. Based on this assumption, the network is decomposed into
hypothetically independent circuit groups.

The second assumption is that calls arrive at a decomposed circuit group with a hypothetical arrival rate. The
hypothetical rate is derived from the traffic characteristics of the calls, traffic characteristics of other circuit groups
(e.g. call blocking probabilities of circuit groups, state distributions of circuit groups) and routing patterns. The traffic
characteristics of each circuit group are analysed by using the derived hypothetical arrival rate of calls associated with
the circuit group. In some cases, the hypothetical traffic offered to the circuit groups may be modelled by a
state-dependent arrival rate. Peakedness factors of overflows from a circuit group may be computed and used as a
parameter characterizing the hypothetical traffic offered to other circuit groups.

Since traffic characteristics of the circuit groups are related to each other by way of the hypothetical traffic streams, an
iterative procedure is used to compute the traffic characteristics of the circuit groups. There may be various alternatives
of numerical computation techniques to perform the iteration procedure. They may have different characteristics with
respect to convergence. This point, however, is outside the scope of this Recommendation. It should be noted that
convergence of the iterative procedure is not guaranteed, although it will occur in many practical cases.

The computation methods presented as examples in the following subclauses are based on the technique of the fixed
point model.

10.3 Use of implied cost and shadow price for network dimensioning

10.3.1 The notions of implied cost and shadow price

Traffic engineering makes use of circuit groups indicators such as occupancy, blocking or rejected traffic. The
optimization methods introduce indicators such as circuit group marginal overflow, the overflow variation
corresponding to a capacity variation. The importance of other indicators has been shown: the implied cost and shadow
price [KE2].
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These costs measure the effect of a variation in the offered traffic and capacity of a circuit group on the grade of service
as regards the whole network. The calculation of implied cost and shadow price assumes that a value is allocated to each
traffic unit in erlangs offered to each traffic stream, and this value can either directly represent revenues that are
collected by serving the traffic offered in the network, or virtual revenue which integrates the grade of service
constraints. The implied cost of a circuit group is then defined as the variation of the total revenue carried by the
network due to an infinitesimal variation of the offered traffic to the circuit group. The shadow price is defined as the
variation of the total revenue carried by the network due to an infinitesimal variation of the size of a circuit group and an
infinitesimal variation of the value of a traffic control parameter such as circuit reservation. This derivative information
is useful in a network optimization process for determining the circuit group sizes with a given routing method, in terms
of maximizing the defined total network revenue.

Results [KE2] have shown that the implied costs and shadow prices are the solution of a system of linear equations and
that their calculation on all the circuit groups in a network is of a similar complexity to the one needed for calculating
blocking. This means they can be used for management and operational dimensioning.

Implied costs and shadow prices are indicators that are particularly suited to network servicing and network
dimensioning. The shadow prices indicate the circuit groups for which it is most beneficial to increase capacity, and
those where capacity can be reduced without disturbing network performance, taking into account all the effects of these
variations. To determine how much the capacity should vary, extensions to Kelly’s results have been developed to take
into account modularity augmentation, which yield the direct comparisons between investment costs and traffic gain on a
circuit group basis [TIB]. This method can also be used either for circuit group extension studies in network servicing or
within the optimization algorithms. The network structure is immaterial and intervenes only in the calculation of implied
costs and shadow prices, and not in their use for dimensioning. The method can process a traffic demand expressed in
multi-matrix form.

It has been shown that the implied costs and shadow prices, without having been introduced beforehand, are relevant to
the solution of the problem of maximizing the difference between revenue and investment costs, under GOS constraints.
The advantage of this approach is to link formally the revenue associated with the flows and GOS constraints [GI1].

The implied costs and shadow prices can also be used to optimize the load sharing ratio in the context of adaptive
routing. They then intervene according to two different time scales: in the algorithm for calculating in real-time load
sharing parameters for routing control, and in the network dimensioning algorithm required for network servicing and
planning [CHI].

10.3.2 Iterative procedure using implied costs and shadow prices

Bounds on the acceptable grade of service can be imposed by choosing an appropriate setting of unit revenue for unit
carried traffic for streams in an integrated manner in the revenue maximization approach. Specifically, the following
gives a basic procedure for the purpose of imposing the grade of service bounds [KEY]:

1) Dimension the network with the GOS constraints absent.

2) If the GOS conditions are violated by particular streams, set the unit revenue of these streams to 1 and the rest to 0.

3) Augment the network with the resulting new shadow prices until the GOS constraints are all met.

According to this method, the basic iterative procedure for network dimensioning described in 10.1 is modified as
follows: in Step 2) computation of the end-to-end call blocking probabilities and also the implied costs and shadow
prices are performed all together, and Step 3) involves iterating through the procedure outlined in 1) to 3) above.

11 Network dimensioning methods for fixed routing networks

For purposes of dimensioning a fixed routing network, a busy hour traffic load assumption will be given, and GOS
objectives will be specified corresponding to the busy hour traffic load. Recommendation E.501 provides the principle
for determining busy hour traffic load. If there exist significant non-coincidences of busy hours among traffic streams in
the network, 24-hour traffic profiles of traffic streams will be derived based on traffic measurements and used in
network dimensioning, while the routing patterns are fixed. When 24-hour traffic profiles are used, end-to-end call
blocking probabilities will be computed for every hour, except for the hours in which the traffic load is insignificant for
network dimensioning.
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11.1 Blocking calculation methods

11.1.1 Blocking calculation method for fixed sequential alternative routing

Consider a network in which a fixed sequential alternative routing method stated in 6.2 is used at every node, and in
which the nodes may have crankback capability. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that the direct route is used as
the first choice and only two-circuit group routes are used as an alternative route. Extension of the method presented
below to the more general case of multiple-circuit group routes is straightforward. Further, every call is assumed to be
established using a single circuit on each circuit group along the route of the call. The following notation is used:

L = the number of circuit groups.

S = the number of traffic streams.

Nj = the number of circuits on circuit group j.

route sp = the p-th route for traffic stream s.

Ps = the number of routes available for traffic stream s.

circuit group spk = the k-th circuit group of route p for traffic stream s; k = 1 or 2 since only 1-circuit group or
2-circuit group routes are considered (the extension to n-circuit group route is straightforward).

a(s) = the offered traffic intensity for traffic stream s.

B(sj) = blocking probability of traffic stream s at circuit group j; each route circuit group spk
corresponds to a unique network circuit group j (j = 1, 2, ..., L), but each network circuit group j
may correspond to a number of route circuit groups spk. This relationship is denoted by a
mapping X(spk) = j. Thus, B(sj) = B(sX(spk)) = B(spk).

RB(sp) = blocking probability of traffic stream s at its p-th route.

EEB(s) = end-to-end blocking probability of traffic stream s.

Based on the circuit group independence assumption, the blocking probability at a route with multiple circuit groups in
tandem is expressed by the circuit group blocking probabilities. The following equation holds:

RB(sp) = 1 – B spk for all s, pk=1,2∏ ( – ( )),1
(11-1)

Case 1) For a traffic stream for which no crankback is used at any node, the end-to-end blocking probability is
expressed as:

EEB s RB sp B sh for all s
p

Ps
( ) – ( – ( )) ( ),= ∏∑

=
1 1 1

1 (11-2)

Case 2) For a traffic stream for which crankback is used at every transit node, the end-to-end blocking probability is
expressed as:

EEB s RB(sp), for all  s
p=1

Ps
( ) = ∏

(11-3)

Case 3) For a traffic stream for which crankback is used partially, EEB(s) is expressed in a mixed manner between
the above two extremes.

A general formulation for end-to-end blocking probabilities can be found, for example, in [CHA].
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In all cases, the circuit group blocking probabilities of individual traffic streams are calculated by using the following
function:

B(sj)  =  fsj (Nj, w(1j), w(2j), ..., w(sj)), for all s, j (11-4)

where w(sj) denotes the hypothetical traffic of traffic stream s offered to circuit group j. fsj() denotes a function that
determines the call blocking probability of the traffic stream s at the circuit group j with size of Nj taking into account a
service protection method, if applied. In a special case, the function fsj() may represent the Erlang B formula.

The hypothetical traffic w(sj) is often determined by a function of the offered traffic a(s), i = 1, 2, ..., R and circuit group
blocking probabilities B(sj), j = 1, 2, ..., L. Therefore, the equation 11-4 gives a recursive relation of the circuit group
blocking probabilities. For example, in Case 2) above, the hypothetical traffic w(spk) is expressed as:

w spk a s RB(sp) RB sh B spk  for all s, j(= X(spk)) 
h=1

p
( ) ( )( – ) ( ) / ( – ( )),

–
= ∏1 1

1

(11-5)

Equations 11-4 and 11-5 compose the system of fixed point equations for (B, w).

Note that overflow from a route to the succeeding route may be a peaked traffic stream, and traffic carried by a circuit
group and then offered to the succeeding circuit group in the route may be a smoothed traffic stream. To characterize the
hypothetical traffic that represents such a peaked or smoothed traffic stream, peakedness factor of the traffic stream may
be taken into account. Recommendation E.524 presents approximate methods for calculating call blocking probabilities
of a circuit group with mixed random and non-random traffic inputs. A method for computing the peakedness factors
and higher moments is available for a large class of network models: e.g. [OD1]. An iterative procedure may be applied
to compute the call blocking probabilities and peakedness factors of overflow streams at circuit groups: e.g. [PIO],
OD2]. Note that the complexity in the computation of peakedness factors is sometimes prohibitive for dimensioning a
large network.

11.1.2 Blocking calculation method for fixed load sharing routing

Consider a network in which a fixed proportional routing method is used at every node. Assume that a call is offered
first to its direct circuit group and, if no circuit is available at the direct circuit group, the call is routed to an alternative
route randomly, with route selection probabilities at the originating node of the call. To compute end-to-end call
blocking probabilities, the same principle of the above method for fixed alternative routing can be applied.

The following additional notations are used:

p  =  1 = the direct circuit of a traffic stream.

p  >  1 = the alternative route p of a traffic stream.

p(sp) = the proportion that the p-th route is selected for a call in stream s where p = 2, 3, ..., Ps..

a(sp) = the offered traffic intensity of traffic stream s to p-th route where p = 2, 3, ..., Ps.

The offered traffic intensity a(sp) is given by a(sp) = R(sp)a(s)LB(sp = 1) where LB(sp = 1) is equivalent to the circuit
group blocking probability for traffic stream s on the direct circuit group. The circuit group blocking probabilities B(sj)
and thus the route blocking probabilities RB(sp), p = 2, 3, ..., Ps can be computed by the same equations as in 11-4
and 11-1, respectively. The end-to-end call blocking probability of traffic stream s, EEB(s), is given by:

EEB s RB(sp R sp RB sp
p

Ps
( ) ) ( ) ( )= =

=
∑1

1 (11-6)
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11.2 Determination of design variables

Basically, iterative procedures may be used as in classical non-linear optimization, e.g. [TRU].

12 Network dimensioning methods for time-dependent routing networks

In the dimensioning of a network with time-dependent routing, time-varying traffic for every traffic stream will be
provided. Let T and t (= 1, 2, ..., T) denote the number of time periods and the t-th time period of a day (or week),
respectively. In order to simplify the network dimensioning procedure, it is often assumed that the network in each time
period is statistically independent of the other time periods, and that the network is in steady-state during each time
period.

12.1 Blocking calculation methods

For dimensioning a network in which a time-dependent sequential alternative routing method is used at every node, the
end-to-end call blocking probabilities at every time period may be computed by applying the method stated in 11.1.1 for
each of the time periods. In the case where a time-dependent proportional routing method is used at every node, the same
method as stated in 11.1.1 above may be applied to respective time periods.

12.2 Determination of design variables

Annex B describes an example method for the determination of design variables for time-dependent routing networks.

13 Network dimensioning methods for state-dependent routing networks

13.1 Blocking calculation methods

13.1.1 Blocking calculation method for least loaded routing networks

Consider a network in which the direct route is used as the first choice, only two-circuit group routes are used as an
alternative route to carry overflow from the direct route and the LLR method is used at every node for its originating
calls. Note that, in this routing arrangement, a transit node routes incoming transit calls to the direct route to their
destination.

A fixed point model which uses hypothetical state-dependent arrival rates is available and found, for example, in [CHU].
In this method, the hypothetical arrival rate of a traffic stream to a circuit group is allowed to vary with the number of
occupied circuits on the circuit group. The rate is calculated by computing the probability that a call in the stream is
routed to the circuit group, based on the computed state distribution of the relevant circuit groups in the network. The
end-to-end call blocking probabilities are computed from the approximate stationary distribution of the network obtained
after convergence of the iterative procedure.

A method of fixed point model with hypothetical proportional routing parameters is also available for a network
with LLR [GI2], [CH4]. In this method, the hypothetical stationary proportional routing parameter is introduced, that is,
the proportion R(sp) that a call in stream s overflowing its direct circuit group is routed to an alternative route p. The
proportion R(sp) is calculated by regarding it as being proportional to the mean residual capacity on the different routes
of the traffic stream and computing the mean residual capacity with an iterative procedure. The end-to-end call blocking
probabilities are computed as in Formula 11-6 from the approximate route blocking probabilities obtained after
convergence of the iterative procedure.
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13.1.2 Blocking calculation method for state-dependent least cost routing networks

Consider a network in which only one- or two-circuit group routes are used to carry a call and the state-dependent least
cost routing method is used at every node for its originating calls. The cost is assumed to be computed based on the
measured number of busy circuits in each circuit group. For this network, a method using hypothetical proportional
routing parameters is available [KOU]. The route selection proportions R(sp) are computed as the probability that the
route has the least cost. The end-to-end call blocking probabilities are computed as in Formula 11-6 from the
approximate route blocking probabilities obtained after convergence of the iterative procedure.

13.2 Determination of design variables

Basically, iterative procedures may be used as in classical non-linear optimization. Annex C provides an example of
design methods for a state-dependent routing network [LE2].

14 Network dimensioning methods for event-dependent routing networks

14.1 Blocking calculation methods

Consider a network in which the event-dependent sticky routing method with random reselection is used at every node
and only two-circuit group routes are used as an alternative route. The blocking calculation method based on the fixed
point model is available for this network [GIB]. In the method, the long-term proportion R(sp) of overflow of traffic
stream s offered to route p is considered, and is computed as being proportional to the mean length of the sequence of
alternatively routed calls offered to the route p. The mean length of the sequence is computed by using the route
blocking RB(sp) expressed in Formula 11-1. The proportions and blocking probabilities are calculated with an iterative
procedure. The end-to-end call blocking probabilities are computed as in Formula 11-6 from the approximate route
blocking probabilities obtained after the convergence of the iterative procedure.

14.2 Determination of design variables

Basically, iterative procedures may be used as in classical non-linear optimization. Annex D provides an example of
design methods for an event-dependent network.

15 History

This is the first issue.
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Annex  A

Network forecasting and network servicing methods for dynamic routing networks

A.1 Introduction

This Annex describes example methods for network forecasting and network servicing for dynamic routing networks.
The flow diagram of Figure A.1 illustrates designing a network on the basis of forecast loads. Network forecasting
accounts for both the current network and the forecast loads in planning network changes, and then network servicing
makes routing and circuit group size adjustments, if network performance under the actual loads becomes unacceptable
because of errors in the forecast. The network forecasting strategy minimizes reserve capacity while maintaining an
acceptable level of network servicing. The model in Figure A.1 assumes that network forecasting is a process which
predicts the required network capacity to meet the future demand. It considers both the demand forecast, which is subject
to error, and the existing network. In dealing with forecast errors, network forecasting provides sufficient network
capacity to meet these demands with a minimum of network servicing.

A procedure called incremental network forecasting designs a minimum-cost augmentation of the existing network, with
allowance for disconnects, to meet the forecast loads. Modifications to the routing design and size network steps in the
network design model accomplish this change, which uses the existing circuit group capacities as lower bounds on the
designed circuit group capacities. In effect, the model takes into account the reluctance to remove circuits. This
procedure limits the circuit group augments to those required to meet the forecast loads, achieves a lower reserve
capacity, and allows circuit group disconnects of the existing circuit group capacities. This is done by deriving, for each
group, an upper threshold for its size, and using this threshold to make initial adjustments to the group size prior to
incremental network forecasting.
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The size thresholds for a group are based upon the forecast offered loads of the corresponding node-to-node pair, Rk
h ,

and are determined by choosing a maximum value rmax for the ratio r = (circuit group size)/(direct offered load). The
upper disconnect threshold is based on the forecast peak load of the direct offered load over the next two years, with
some allowance for forecast error, and it corresponds to the ratio rmax. The limit rmax is chosen by examining the range
of values of the ratio in a typical network design. Table A.1 shows the limits for the ratio (circuit group size)/(direct
offered load), as a function of the direct offered load.
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Figure A.1/E.529 – Model of the network forecasting and servicing process
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The upper threshold Tmax for a circuit group is determined in terms of the forecast loads for the corresponding direct
offered load:

Table A.1/E.529 – Limit on rmax (R) = circuit
group size/direct offered load

Let:

Ri  = peak forecast load for the direct offered load in year i, i = 1, 2.

βi  = forecast uncertainty factor for year i, i = 1, 2, introduced to allow for probable error in the load forecast. Typical
values in actual use are β1 = 1.15 and β2 = 1.3, corresponding to 0.15 coefficient of variation in the forecast.

Load R
(erlangs)

rmax (R)

0-5

5-10

10-25

25-50

50-100

>  100

4.5

4.5

3.0

3.0

2.5

1.5
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Then:

[ ]T r R R r R Rmax max maxmax ( ) , ( )= β β β β1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 (A-1)

where rmax is the appropriate limit established for the ratio (T/R), such as those in Table A.1.

With these upper thresholds, we then define an initial size for each circuit group, which depends on its current size as
follows: if the current size of a circuit group is below the upper threshold, its initial size equals its current size. If the
current size of the circuit group is above its upper threshold, its initial size equals the upper threshold.

We use the initial network defined in this manner as the starting network for incremental dimensioning (i.e. minimum-
cost augmentation) to arrive at the forecast network for each future year. Comparing the result with the current network,
the augments and disconnects that must be made to implement the forecast network are determined. Under normal
growth conditions, the current circuits are most often used in the initial network, not the upper circuit group limit, and
the primary effect is to route traffic on the actual circuits in place, and thus, minimize re-arrangements.

The procedures for planned and network servicing involve modifications to the steps in the design model which optimize
route flows and size the circuit groups to allow the initial circuit group capacities to be used as lower bounds on the
circuit group capacities. Let ∆ai = capacity augmentation in carried load, on circuit group i, i = 1, 2, ..., L. The object is
to allocate the traffic flow in each hour to the admissible routes so as to minimize the cost of the required circuit group
capacity augmentations. On each circuit group, for a given number of initial circuits and the optimal circuit group
blocking determined from economic considerations, there is a maximum load that can be carried on that circuit group
without augmentation; this is the unaugmented initial capacity of that circuit group.

Now we outline network forecasting methods for time-dependent routing networks, state-dependent routing networks,
and event-dependent routing networks.

A.2 Forecasting methods for time-dependent routing networks

The forecasting methodology for time-dependent routing networks builds on the unified design model described in
Annex B. Following the unified design model approach, the flow optimization problem for network forecasting is stated
as a linear program in which the decision variables are the flow assignments and the augmentations ∆ai above the
existing circuit group capacities ai (instead of total circuit group capacities as in the network forecasting problem), and
the cost to be minimized is the marginal cost of augmentation:

M ai
i

L

i
=
∑

1

∆
(A-2)

This formulation ensures that efficient use is made of existing circuit group capacities, by means of routing changes if
needed, before circuit group augmentations are proposed.

In the size network step, we are given the traffic routing and loads and find the needed augmentation to those groups that
exceed their optimal circuit group blockings. This is accomplished by the following iterative procedure:

1) Begin with assumed circuit group blockings b’ h,i (e.g. the circuit group blockings in the unaugmented network)

subject to b’ h,i ≤ bmax,i, i = 1, ..., L, where bmax,i is the optimal circuit group blocking determined in the update

optimal circuit group blockings step, described in Annex B.

2) Calculate the corresponding carried circuit group loads yh,i, under the known routing and assumed circuit group
blockings.
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3) If for all h, yh,i ≤ ai, the capacity of the unaugmented circuit group at its maximum blocking, then the circuit group

needs no augmentation; if yh,i > ai, the required augmentation ∆ai is determined by dimensioning the circuit group

for load yh,i at blocking  bmax,i.

4) From the circuit group loads yh,i and circuit group sizes computed in 2) and 3), we recalculate all the circuit group

blocking bh,i; if bh,i – b’ h,i is not sufficiently close to zero for all i in all hours h, redefine b’ h,i = bh,i, i = 1, ..., L,

h = 1, ..., H, and return to 2).

A.3 Forecasting methods for state-dependent and event-dependent routing networks

With state-dependent routing and event-dependent dynamic routing, the following forecasting method can be
implemented:

1) Given the circuit group sizes and traffic loads, evaluate the end-to-end blocking probability given the dynamic
routing method. Techniques to evaluate blocking described in this Recommendation can be used for this step. If all
end-to-end blocking probabilities meet the blocking probability objective, stop.

2) Given the end-to-end blocking and traffic loads, estimate the capacity augment required for each O-D pair not
meeting its blocking probability objective. Normally the augmentation is allocated to the direct circuit group of
the O-D pair. Return to Step 1).

The incremental circuit-group costs and optimal circuit group blockings are, in general, determined for the forecast loads
each year during network forecasting, although in some years their values might change little from the previous year.

A.4 Servicing methods

If the actual network loads exceed forecast values and cause unacceptable blocking, then quick corrective action, called
network servicing, is needed. This function is performed in the servicing step. In a fixed hierarchical network, network
servicing is usually limited to circuit group augmentations. However, the basic routing patterns are time variable, and
hence, routing modifications can be used in network servicing to reduce network augmentation. To the extent that
routing changes can be substituted for the installation of circuits, re-arrangements are also reduced.

Network servicing consists of three steps:

1) Detecting the need for network servicing, i.e. determining whether or not all offered loads are receiving adequate
service.

2) If network servicing is needed, then determining the best combination of routing changes and circuit group
augmentations that restore the desired blocking grade of service at minimum cost of augmentation.

3) Implementing the routing changes and circuit group augments.

End-to-end blocking measurements are needed to determine the level of service being provided and, thus, to detect the
existence of service problems. Because of measurement errors and day-to-day traffic variations, such blocking
measurements have an inherent statistical variability which must be allowed for by establishing acceptable bands for the
measured blockings. The need for a network servicing model is for a simple procedure to determine the corrective action
required. There is no attempt to redimension the whole network, or to disconnect circuits, if the network is found to be
over provided for the actual network loads. The routing optimization steps described above are used to determine the
optimal traffic routing for the realized loads, and the dimension network procedure to determine the circuit group
augmentations required to limit circuit group blockings to their maximum permitted values. Thus, a procedure similar to
the incremental network forecasting model is used to determine the required changes in network servicing.
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Annex  B

Example methods for time-dependent routing networks

This Annex describes example methods for determination of design variables for time-dependent routing networks.

Figure B.1 illustrates a method to compute circuit group sizes, routing patterns, and traffic control parameters for time-
dependent routing networks, which is now illustrated. The initialize step estimates the optimal circuit group blocking for
each circuit group in the network, based on Truitt’s ECCS approach [TRU]. Within the routing design and size network
modules, the current estimate of the optimal circuit group blocking is held fixed. The routing design step determines the
optimal time-dependent routes for each traffic hour by executing the three steps shown within the routing design block
in Figure B.1. The optimal routing is then provided to the size network and check blocking steps, which determine the
number of circuits required on each circuit group to meet the same optimal circuit group blocking assumed in the router
step. Once the circuit groups have been sized by the size network and check blocking steps, the cost of the network is
evaluated and compared to that of the last iteration. If the network cost is still decreasing, the update optimal link
blockings module computes new estimates of the optimal circuit group blockings. The new optimal circuit group
blocking objectives are fed to the routing design module, which again selects optimal routing, and so on. The routing
design, size network, and update optimal link blockings steps are now described further.
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Figure B.1/E.529 – Unified design model
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The routing design module consists of three steps: select candidate routes, optimize route flows, and define sequential
route sets. The select candidate routes block finds the shortest (least cost) routes between nodes in the network. This step
considers circuit-group cost as well as traffic non-coincidence in selecting the best candidate routes. It also considers a
variety of transmission constraints such as limiting the distance of two-circuit group routes.

Assume that the select candidate routes module needs to find two candidate routes between nodes A and B and that
routes A-B and A-C-B are the least costly candidates among the three possible choices illustrated in Figure B.2. The list
of shortest routes, which includes routes A-B and A-C-B for nodes A and B, is then passed to the next step of the router.
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The optimize route flows step assigns flow (carried traffic) to the candidate routes to minimize network cost. The current
estimate of the optimal circuit group blocking is held fixed by the routing design in the process of determining the
optimal route set. Holding the blocking fixed in the optimize route flows step enables the non-linear optimal flow
assignment problem to become a Linear Program (LP).

The LP to optimize route flows solves the following problem:

minimize:

M ai
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∑
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where we define:

L = number of circuit groups.

K = number of node pairs.

H = number of design hours.

Mi = incremental circuit-group cost in terms of dollar cost per carried erlang on.

Rh,k = equivalent offered load to node pair k in hour h.

Ah,i = offered load to circuit group i in hour h.

ai = maximum carried load on circuit group i over all hours.

bh,i = blocking probability on circuit group in hour h.

Pih,jk = 1 if route j for node pair k uses circuit group i in hour h.

= 0, otherwise.

rh,jk = carried load on route j for node pair k in hour h.

J h,k = number of routes for node pair k in hour h.

Gh,k = total carried load for node pair k in hour h.

UPBDh,jk = upper bound on flow on route j of node pair k in hour h.

The total carried load for node pair k in hour h is related to the total offered load for node pair k in hour h, as follows.
The minimum blocking that can be achieved on node pair k is:

E Bk
h

jk
h

j

Jk
h

=
=

∏
1 (B-2)

where Bh,jk = blocking probability on route j for node pair k in hour h. Let GOS = end-to-end call blocking probability
objective, and the blocking on node pair k in hour h is:

[ ]f E GOSk
h

k
h= max ,

(B-3)

Then:

[ ]G R fk
h

k
h

k
h= −1

(B-4)

Thus, the total carried flow is determined by the blocking probability objective, unless E h,k is greater than this desired
blocking probability objective. In this latter case, the blocking probability constraint cannot be met, and all routes are
required to be at their maximum flow to minimize the blocking. A blocking correction method is then used in the check
blocking step stage to correct those routes whose blockings are unacceptable.

The amount of flow that can be carried on a particular route depends on the blocking on that route and the flow assigned
to all other routes comprising the particular route. For instance, in Figure B.2, it would be impossible to carry more than
95 erlangs on route A-B since BAB is 0.05, and the maximum offered load is 100 erlangs. Also the upper bound of flow
on route A-C-B would be 4.5 erlangs since BACB is 0.1, and, if route A-B overflows to route A-C-B, at most 5 erlangs
can be offered to route A-C-B. With these upper bounds, the LP may then assign 95 erlangs of carried load to route A-B
and 4 erlangs to route A-C-B. This assignment assumes an end-to-end call blocking objective of 0.01, which means that
the carried load G = 99 erlangs, and this requires that 99 out of 100 erlangs be assigned to the allowed routes. The
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prescribed flow could then be realized if we construct a route consisting of route A-B overflowing to route A-C-B, as
discussed below. The ability to realize the LP flow assignment with the routes A-B and A-C-B is ensured if we constrain
the route flow optimization step to assign at most 95 erlangs to route A-B and at most 4.5 erlangs to route A-C-B. The
iterative procedure for computing upper bounds, described in [AS1], estimates at each iteration the sequence of routes
that best matches the current LP flow assignment. From that estimate, the model computes new upper bounds that force
flow feasibility.

The traffic routing patterns are selected in the third step of the routing design block. For the sequential routing
procedure, the determine sequential routes module determines the route sequences that best match the optimal route
flows determined in the optimize route flows module. Returning to the example in Figure B.2, assume that the final LP
flow assignment is 95 erlangs assigned to route A-B and 4 erlangs assigned to route A-C-B. The determine sequential
route sets module now constructs the routes A-B and A-C-B in which all 100 erlangs are offered first to route A-B, and
the 5 erlang overflow is then offered to route A-C-B. The overall route blocking achieved is 0.05 × 0.1 = 0.005, which is
better than the blocking probability objective of 1 per cent. The output from the router block is the optimal route
sequence to be used in each hour for each node pair.

After the routing design step has determined the routes, the network must be dimensioned to achieve a circuit group
blocking no higher than the assumed optimal circuit group blocking used as input to the router. If the route blocking
exceeds the required blocking probability objective, it is corrected in the check blocking step described below.

An iterative method is used in the size network module to determine a consistent set of hourly blockings and offered
loads. The iteration uses the present estimates of the circuit group offered loads and optimal circuit group blockings to
size circuit group in its peak hour and calculate blocking estimates in side hours. After all groups have been sized, we
calculate new estimates of carried load for each circuit group using the blocking estimates and the routing pattern given
by the router. Blocking estimates are then recalculated and the process repeated. The iteration is continued until the sum
of the absolute blocking changes is less than a prescribed convergence threshold. Network dimensioning is
accomplished through the use of a two-parameter traffic model. Fractional circuits are used to stablize the iterative loop
and to speed convergence; modular circuit group sizes are determined in a post processor to the model. If a route in the
dimensioned network exceeds the required blocking probability objective, the blocking on the first route is decreased in
the check blocking step until the blocking probability is met.

After completion of the size network step, the cost of the resulting network is calculated. If the network cost is still
decreasing, the update optimal link blockings module computes a new estimate of the optimal circuit group blocking
using the following optimization method. Figure B.3 illustrates the cost trade off between carrying traffic on the direct
circuit group between A and B, and the alternative network that overflow calls use. The problem is to find the optimal
value of circuit group blocking (or, equivalently, the number of circuits) to handle the offered load at a minimum cost.
Truitt’s model [TRU] is used to derive the condition for the optimum based on the direct route to alternative route cost
ratio and the marginal capacity of the alternative route. Truitt’s method is commonly used today in both intercity and
metropolitan hierarchical network dimensioning. The approach calculates the number of circuits, N*, (and, hence, the
optimal circuit group blocking b) that minimize the total cost of carrying circuit group offered load A on the direct route
and the alternative routes. To find this optimal circuit group blocking, the network cost for carrying load A is first
written as:

Cost  =  CN  +  aM  =  CN  +  AbMs (B-5)

where C is the cost of a direct circuit, N is the number of circuits, a is the overflow load from circuit group AB
(a = A × b), and Ms is an equivalent incremental circuit-group cost for the alternate route network. A minimum cost
solution is found numerically to the above equation B-5 with respect to N, from which we can then determine the
optimal circuit group blocking b.
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The new blockings are fed to the routing design module which again selects shortest routes, and proceeds iteratively. See
Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3/E.529 – Calculation of circuit group blockings
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The unified design model can be modified to be applied to state-dependent routing networks [AS4]. In this application,
the unified design model is used to optimize the routing of transport flows, as measured in units of transport demands
such 64 kbit/s or 1.5 Mbit/s, and the associated link capacities. For this application, mathematical equations are used to
convert traffic demands to transport capacity demands, and the transport flow is then routed and optimized. This model
typically assumes an underlying traffic routing structure. For example, the traffic routing model can be fixed hierarchical
routing, or non-hierarchical dynamic routing.

In the transport flow optimization model application to dynamic hierarchical network design, a linear programming
transport flow optimization model is used for network design. In this application there is an underlying hierarchical
traffic routing. End-to-end traffic demands are converted to high usage circuit group and final circuit group node-to-
node transport demands by using the hierarchical network design methods, which could include for example the ECCS
approach of Truitt [TRU], Wilkinson’s equivalent random method [WIL], and Neal-Wilkinson [HIL] models for final
circuit group sizing. A linear programming transport flow optimization is solved for network sizing, which routes node-
to-node virtual transport load demands by hour on the shortest, least cost routes, and sizes the circuit group to meet the
design level of flow.

In the unified design model application to state-dependent routing network design, a linear programming transport flow
optimization model is used for network design. End-to-end traffic demands are converted to node-to-node transport
demands by using the ECCS approach of Truitt [TRU]. Here Truitt’s approach is used to optimally divide the load
between the direct circuit group and the overflow network, but in this application of the model we obtain an equivalent
virtual transport demand, by hour, as opposed to an optimum circuit group blocking objective. A linear programming
transport flow optimization is solved for network sizing, which routes node-to-node virtual transport load demands by
hour on the shortest, least cost routes, and sizes the circuit group to meet the design level of flow. Once the circuit group
has been sized, the performance of the network is evaluated and if the performance objectives are not met, further
modification is made to capacity requirements. Techniques used in the unified design model application to
time-dependent routing networks for optimizing traffic flows by hour, as described above, are reused in this application
for optimizing virtual transport flows.
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Annex  C

Example method for state-dependent routing networks

This Annex describes an example method of dimensioning for state-dependent routing networks.

C.1 Network model considered

The method is applied to networks with the following structure:

– The network is composed of traffic originating-destination nodes (X) and of transit nodes (T). These transit nodes
can also be origin or destination of traffic streams.

– Circuit groups can be one-way or both way.

Traffic is routed as follows:

– Traffic streams are routed in first choice on the circuit group if it exists and overflow using state-dependent routing
on a set of routes with one transit node.

– If the direct circuit group does not exist, streams are first routed using state-dependent routing on a set of routes
with one transit node.

– The routing is of LLR type, which means that the choice of the route is done using idle capacity on the alternative
routes.

A usual assumption considers that there is no blocking in the nodes.

C.2 Blocking probabilities evaluation

A blocking probabilities evaluation procedure, based on a fixed point model, is used.

For clarity, equations are given for a network with one-way circuit groups, but they can be extended easily in the case of
both-way circuit groups or with the mixing of these two types.

The following notations are used:

νij : offered traffic for stream ij.

Cij : capacity of circuit group ij.

Bij : call blocking probability of circuit group ij.

ρij : offered traffic for circuit group ij.

αikj : probability for a call of traffic stream ij to go through transit node k.

crij : residual capacity of the circuit group ij.

γikj : residual capacity of route ikj.

Lij : end-to-end call blocking probability of traffic stream ij.

{ T }: set of nodes used as transit.

Knowing the routing rules, the offered traffic on a circuit group depends on the nature of end-point nodes.

i and j ∉{ T }     ρij  =  νij (C-1)

i j B Bij ij ij kj ki kij
k j
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The system of equations is then solved to obtain ρij (offered traffic to the circuit group), Bij (blocking of the circuit
group) and αikj (probability that a call is routed through k).

As an approximation, the traffic offered to a circuit group is considered as a Poisson traffic and Erlang B formula is used
to determine the blocking probabilities:

Bij  =  E(ρij, Cij) (C-4)

State-dependent routing is modelled as load sharing with coefficients computed dynamically. The load sharing
coefficients αikj are determined according to the availability of each route. In the case of state-dependent routing, avail-
ability is determined by the residual capacity of the network. Therefore load sharing coefficients may be considered as
proportional to the residual capacity of each route on the different routes of the stream.

α γ γikj ikj ilj
l i l j l

=
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, , { }T (C-5)

The mean residual capacity per route is estimated as a function of the mean residual capacity per circuit group. The mean
residual capacity per circuit group is:

crij  =  Cij  –  ρij (1  –  Bij ) (C-6)

Several formulae can be used to compute the mean residual capacity of the route [HUB]. If we consider that the residual
capacities of the circuit groups are constant and equal to the mean, then:

γikj  =  min (crik, crkj) (C-7)

The end-to-end call blocking probability is evaluated using the link blocking independence assumption as:

[ ]L B B Bij ij ikj
k

ik kj=
∈
∑α
{ }

– ( – )( – )
T

1 1 1

(C-8)

The algorithm for computing the end-to-end call blocking probabilities Lij consists of the following three steps [LE2].

Step 1

Initialization of blocking probabilities of circuit groups X-X are carried out. If the direct circuit group does not exist, the
call blocking probability is set to 1.

1) Blocking probabilities of circuit group XT, TT or TX are initialized to a given value (e.g. 2%).

2) Load sharing coefficients for each traffic stream (i, j) are initialized, with the residual capacity set to the size of the
circuit group and taking into account the number of routes.

Step 2

1) Offered traffic for each circuit group is computed using Formulae C-1, C-2 and C-3.

2) Blocking probability for each circuit group is computed using Formula C-4.

3) Residual capacity for each circuit group is computed using Formula C-6.

4) Load sharing coefficients are computed using Formula C-5.

Step 3

The convergence criterion is the maximum of the differences in circuit group blocking probability from the previous to
the current iteration. If the convergence criterion is not reached, Step 2 is iterated.
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When the convergence criterion is reached, the end-to-end blocking probability is evaluated using Formula C-8.

C.3 Dimensioning

The dimensioning criterion is a set of given end-to-end blocking probabilities. The general dimensioning procedure is
described in Figure 10-1. The algorithm described in C.2 allows to compute the carried traffic for a given size of circuit
group.

The procedure is as follows:

Step 1

The network is first assumed to be fully meshed and connectivity between two nodes is determined according to link
creation thresholds set-up based on a given planning rules and the offered load of each traffic relation.

At first each X-X circuit group is considered according to the offered traffic and the link creation thresholds.

– If the value of the parameter used as criterion of an X-X node pair is greater than the predetermined creation
threshold, the circuit group is not deleted.

– If the value of the parameter used as criterion of an X-X pair is less than the creation threshold, the corresponding
circuit group is deleted and the corresponding X-X offered traffic is assumed to be equally shared among all
allowable X-T-X routes.

Then the existence of X-T, T-X and T-T (in the latter case, when both T nodes are originating and destination nodes)
trunking is analysed.

– If the value of the parameter used as criterion calculated according to the offered traffic (composed of the fresh
offered traffic and the apportioned offered traffic of X-X relations having no direct circuit group) of the considered
T-T relation is greater than the threshold, the circuit group is not deleted.

– If not, the corresponding circuit group is deleted.

Step 2

Once the network connectivity is determined, first the X-X circuit groups are sized using the Erlang B formula and the
appropriate sizing parameter (occupancy, blocking probability or rejected traffic). Then the capacity is adjusted to the
upper value to account for the modularity constraint. Erlang B formula is applied again to determine the blocking
probability of the X-X circuit groups with the adjusted size.

To size the X-T, T-X and T-T circuit groups, blocking probabilities of circuit groups are initialized (the value of 0.02
has been experimentally determined but could be modified according to the user’s need) and the offered traffic of each
circuit group is the traffic of the corresponding stream (including the apportioned offered traffic of X-X relations having
no direct trunking).

Notations

Traf (XY): Traffic offered to X-Y circuit group.

B
XY

 : Blocking probability of X-Y circuit group.

EEB
XY

 : End-to-end blocking probability of X-Y traffic stream.

RejTraf (XY): Traffic which is allowed to be rejected from X-Y circuit group.

α
XYZ : Load sharing coefficient indicating the portion of X-Y traffic routed via node Z.

Step 2.1

The traffic which is allowed to be rejected from the circuit group is determined in order to meet the end-to-end blocking
probability constraint on the traffic stream, regarding the traffic carried on the overflow routes.

RejTraf Traf EEB B B
T N

( ) ( ) ( – )( – )
,...,

AB AB AB ATB AT TB= +










=
∑α 1 1
1 (C-9)
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Step 2.2

The offered and rejected traffics are incremented taking into account the overflow of other traffic streams (A-C or C-B)
using A-B as part of their overflow route (see Figure C.1).

a) Portion of C-B traffic offered to A-B

Traf (ABCB)  =  (Traf (CB)  *  BCB)  *  {1  –  BCA}  *   αCAB (C-10)

b) Portion of A-C traffic offered to A-B

Traf (ABAC)  =  (Traf (AC)  *   BAC)  *   {1  –  BBC}  *   αABC (C-11)

C

A B

T0206430-97/d10

Route of A-B traffic stream

Route of C-B traffic stream

Route of A-C traffic stream

Figure C.1/E.529 – Traffic streams using A-B circuit group

FIGURE C.1/E.529...[D10] = 3 CM

It is assumed that the rejected traffic of A-B resulting from C-B and A-C is incremented only by half the end-to-end
rejected traffic of C-B and A-C respectively, the other half being lost on the other leg of the two-leg route.

{ }ReTraf ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * /AB AC CBAC-CB AB ABC CA= +EEB Traf Trafα α 2 (C-12)

Step 2.3

From the offered and rejected traffics, the blocking probability of each circuit group is determined and therefore using
Erlang B formula the number of circuits necessary to reach this blocking probability is calculated. Then the circuit group
modularity is adjusted to its upper value and the blocking probability and the residual capacity are updated.

Step 2.4

Load sharing coefficients are calculated as function of the residual capacity according to Formula C-5.

The whole procedure is iteratively carried out until convergence is reached.
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C.4 Extension to event-dependent routing networks

The method can be applied to network dimensioning for event-dependent dynamic routing networks. The changes
concern only the computation of load sharing parameters in the blocking probabilities evaluation procedure. In this case
the load sharing coefficients αikj are determined according to the availability of each route. In the case of event-
dependent routing, availability is determined by the inverse of the blocking probability of the network. Therefore load
sharing coefficients may be considered as proportional to the inverse of the blocking probability of each route on the
different routes of the stream.

α γ γikj ikj jlk
l i l j l
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where:

[ ]γ ikj ik kjB B= 1/ 1 –  (1 –  )(1 – )
(C-14)

Annex  D

Example method for event-dependent routing networks

This Annex provides an example method for dimensioning event-dependent routing networks. It is based on the implied
cost and shadow price methodology [KE2], [KEY].

D.1 Network model considered

Consider a fully interconnected network, where all traffic streams have a direct first route and two-link alternative route.
The alternative route is chosen in a "sticky random" way. Circuit reservation is applied at a circuit group so that two
priority classes are defined at the circuit group. In this example, direct calls are of priority class and overflow calls are of
non-priority class.

The following notations are used:

k : index of a circuit group or the traffic stream that uses the circuit group as the first direct route, k = 1,2, c, K.

νk : mean arrival rate of call stream k.

ν : set of the arrival rates ν k: ν = {ν1, ν2, c, νK}.

wk : unit revenue of a stream k call.

pk{a,b} : the probability that the alternative route {a,b} is used given that the direct circuit group k is blocked.

C1k : total capacity of circuit group k.

C2k : capacity of circuit group k up to which non-priority calls can access (a circuit reservation level is given by
rk = C1k – C2k).

C1: set of circuit group capacities: C1 = { C11, C12, c, C1K} .

C2: set of reservation parameters: C2 = { C21, C22, c, C2K} .

σ1k : circuit group k’s mean call arrival rate above the circuit reservation threshold.

σ2k : circuit group k’s mean call arrival rate below the circuit reservation threshold.

Lk : end-to-end call blocking probability of stream k.
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Bik : the probability that a call of priority level i is blocked at circuit group k, where i = 1 for direct calls and i = 2
for overflow calls.

Ak: cost of installing a circuit on circuit group k.

W: rate of return from the network.

D.2 Implied costs method

D.2.1 Blocking probabilities for a network with an event-dependent routing

Event-dependent routing can be modelled [KEY] using the parameters:

{ }p a b
B Bk

a b
,

– ( – )( – )
∝ 1

1 1 12 2 (D-1)

if {a,b} is a valid alternative for stream k.

Let:

Bik  =  Ei (σ1k, σ2k, C1k, C2k) (D-2)

give the call blocking probabilities at circuit group k when the offered streams are Poissonian. Thus we construct a set of
fixed point equations for the B’s, which can be solved using repeated substitution with appropriate damping. Note that a
solution is guaranteed by the Brouwer fixed point theorem, and that multiple solutions can exist at high blocking levels if
the circuit reservation parameters are too low. The end-to-end call blocking probabilities Lk are calculated by using Bik
and pk{a,b}.

The rate of return from the network is given by:

W w Lk k k
k K

( , , ) ( – )
,...

ν νC C1 2
1

1=
=
∑

(D-3)

D.2.2 Implied cost calculation

The implied cost methodology [KE2], [KEY] provides a method of obtaining the derivatives of W with respect to ν, C1
and C2. Let cik, i = 1, 2 be the implied cost of circuit group k in blocking state i, which measures the knock-on effect
elsewhere in the network if a call is accepted. These costs are defined as:

c B B
dW

dik i k ik
ik

= +– ( – ),
–

1
1

σ (D-4)

and can be calculated from the following fixed point equations [KE2], [KEY]:
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with B3k = 1, and where sk and sk{a,b} are given by:

s w c p a b B B s a b s a b w c ck k k k a b k k k a b
a b

= =∑– – { , }( – )( – ) { , }, { , } – –
,

1 2 2 2 21 1

(D-6)

sk and sk{a,b} are the surplus values associated with circuit group k and the two-circuit group alternative route {a,b}.
For example, the latter has the interpretation that if a call is carried on the two-circuit group overflow route {a,b}, it
generates revenue wk directly but at a cost of c2a + c2b.
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The quantities of interest for capacity allocation are "shadow prices" defined by dik = dW/dCik, which are a linear
transformation of the c’s,
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We have some freedom to define these derivatives, and shall take the derivatives at integer pairs to be:
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in which case d1k gives the difference in return if the number of circuits is altered by one with the circuit reservation held
fixed, whilst d2k measures the difference in return if the circuit reservation parameter is altered by one.

D.3 Multi-hour network dimensioning using shadow prices

D.3.1 The multi-hour dimensioning problem

Suppose the objective of the network optimization is to achieve a specified level of return at minimum cost, then the
optimization problem is to:

minimize:

A Ck k
k K

1
1=
∑
,..., (D-9)

subject to:

W b w t Tt t kt kt
k K
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C1k  ≥  C2k  ≥  0,    k  =  1, 2, c, K,

where the suffix t denotes the hour.  If wk,t ≡ 1, then bt is the design grade of service for hour t.

The implied cost methodology can be used to solve the problem D-9 with the optimization jointly over C1 and C2.
However, practically speaking the circuit reservation parameters are chosen to ensure that the network is robust in the
statistical sense. Moreover, sensible values of the circuit reservation parameters can be set fairly easily [KEY], and in
what follows it is assumed that the circuit reservation parameters are fixed.

D.3.2 Use of shadow prices

If C1k is regarded as a continuous parameter, then the Kuhn-Tucker conditions necessary for a local optimum are:
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C1k  ≥  0 (D-14)

If there is just a single hour and if C1k > 0 then at a local optimum for a single hour,
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Thus with integral C1k it is natural to augment the circuit groups for which Rk is large and decrement those for which it
is small.

The introduction of multiple hours complicates matters. For the purpose of  illustration, consider the case of t = 2. If one
of the constraints is not active at the optimum then we are in the former situation. However if both are active then if
C1k > 0 then:
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– λ
1

0=∑
(D-16)

The Lagrange multipliers λt measure the change in the objective function with respect to the constraints. A practical
solution is to start with these equal for all hours and use the sum of the ratios (Rk1 + Rk2)/2 as a guide to capacity
allocation.

This does not guarantee stream k’s call blocking objective and it might be decided to bound the acceptable objective,

Lmax  ≤  bmax  a constant with  bmax  ≥  bt for all t (D-17)

A natural way to proceed is to optimize the network with this constraint absent. If the conditions are violated for certain
streams, then the worths of these streams can be set to one and the rest to zero. The network can then be augmented
using the new shadow prices until these constraints are met.
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